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INTRODUCTION

Operaionalisaion of realist methods can be challenging (Dalkin et al., 2015). Protocols and standards exist in the literature 
to guide the process of realist informed research (Greenhalgh et al., 2011, 2015; Rycrot Malone et al., 2012; Saul et al, 
2013; Blane et al., 2015). Realist methodologies are advocated for the exploraion of complex intervenions, in a variety 
of subject areas and the applicaion of these protocols and standards is likely to require individually tailored approaches. 
This heterogeneity is challenging for realist novices, especially those who ind themselves working on research as doctoral 
students, and so more alone than is the norm in realist research. 

OBJECTIVE

This poster illustrates the 
varied approaches taken 
by three doctoral students 
applying realist methodologies 
as part of a PhD. 

Project 1: Susan Somerville

The mobile clinical skills and simulaion facility was unique 
in the UK at the ime of its launch (2009), and is now the 
subject of this PhD. Published literature is very limited 
regarding mobile simulaion, so grey literature, ield 
trips and stakeholder interviews are the sources of data 
indorsed as part of a realist synthesis. The realisaion that 
the collecion and analysis of such data for theorizing was 
validaing and was pivotal in my developing understanding. 
This PhD was originally designed to be sequenial; a realist 
synthesis which would inform a realist evaluaion. The 
sequence and weighing of this 2-part study is generaing 
much relecing, reasoning, mediaing and judgement 
within this team of student and supervisors, none of 
whom are experienced realists. 

Project 2: Chrisina Cooper

As a PhD student new to both realist 
methods, and the subject area, prevenion 
of risk behaviour in adolescents, a large 
amount of ime was spent submerged 
in the literature. Unfamiliarity with 
the speciics of the subject impacted 
on both retroducive theorizing, and 
applicaion to ethics in order to carry out 
consultaions with key stakeholders. A key 
issue in this was reaching an agreement 
on when consultaion becomes primary 
data in relaion to research governance. 
Addressing and resolving methodological 
issues is an ongoing process.

Project 3: Sarah Wilmot

Saul et al’s (2013) protocol for a 
rapid realist review (RRR) suggests 
a composiion of essenial team 
members. My RRR was undertaken 
as part of a PhD, therefore, instead 
of engaging a local reference group 
and expert panel throughout the 
RRR as Saul et al. (2013) suggest, 
guidance was sought from the PhD 
supervision team, who have a breadth 
of knowledge of care planning and 
realist methodology and thus fulil the 
role of the local reference group and 
expert panel.

DISCUSSION

Looking for a Realist recipe is a natural yearning as a PhD 
student who is unfamiliar or uncertain about using this 
methodology. Three PhD students have undertaken diferent 
approaches to their realist studies modifying the standards, 
protocols and methods to ind a bespoke way to explore their 
respecive, unique and complex intervenions with a realist 
lens. The acceptance of uncertainty and the importance of 
theorizing from a plethora of sources is fundamental for 
realist doctoral students. 
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METHODOLOGY

Deducion
The producion 
of theories to be 
tested against the 
evidence

Inducion
The producion 
of theories to be 
tested against the 
evidence. Guided 
by primary and 
secondary data.

Abducion/ 
Retroducion
Theories inspired  
by, or atempt to  
explain, the 
evidence through 
creaive  
reconceptualisaion

Early ideas 
developed 
from research 
quesion

Iniial  
literature 
searching

Stakeholder 
guidance and 
primary data 
collecion

Producion of 
programme 
theories/
guidelines

Increasingly 
purposeful 
literature 
searching

Synthesising 
the evidence

More alone sounds a bit cumbersome... how about:This heterogeneity is challenging for realist novices, and perhaps especially when they are using the approaches as part of a doctorate, as they are then singularly driving theory development and testing. 

I'd remove 'varied' here and 'doctoral' below (it's redundant with 'PhD' further down)

I'd change the title here. You're not describing 3 different methodologies, but 3 different approaches to the methodology. T

Aesthetically, it would look better for the 3  boxes to be the same size.Also, rather than your names, I think topics might be more informative to the reader, ie mobile clinical skills and simulation; risk behaviour in adolescents; care planning for LTCs

I wonder if in the body you could adopt the same structure; ie methods (RE/RS / RRR, combinations); challenges; solutions

'recipe' 

We state that operationalisation of realist methods is difficult in the Mechanisms paper - (https://implementationscience.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s13012-015-0237-x) this would be a better reference. 

I would maybe briefly summarise the challenges and/or solutions (space permitting) you all state above, just to make it flow well throughout and bring it all together. For example: 'Issues included but were not limited to lack of realist guidance/expertise; definitions of primary and second data; and lack of stakeholder involvement in a RRR' 


